
BUSINESS IT VALUE

Achieve more success and boost the reputation of your IT organization when you deliver quantifiable and tangible
business value for your.

Organisational agility â€” Agility is much improved by managing systems alignment of business needs by
standardizing and reusing mature components rather that iteratively developing alignment which can cause
system diversity and scaling issues. At the same time, CSI acts as an initiator of strategy. In each case, IT
serves in the background. Ensure that IT and business employees understand how the company makes or loses
money. Automation is one way technology works hand and hand with productivity, but another way includes
on-demand services that affect the timeliness of key business decisions. Operational efficiency â€” business
relationships with suppliers, customers, service providers are complicated. Strategic choices made by one
organization frequently result in imitation by other organizations. They can also show long-term thinking not
just an immediate resolution of challenges and get to know the other board members on a one-on-one basis.
When this happens a company can become more competitive or even have an advantage in selling its products
and services. Finally, IT needs a way to measure and track both business level services and the underlying
capabilities that support the services. To communicate effectively, IT leaders also need a deeper understanding
of business issues. When IT managers make recommendations that deliver quantifiable and tangible business
value their senior management team sees them in a whole different light. This process does not have a starting
point nor does it have an end. Share to facebook Share to linkedin Shutterstock Historically, technology has
been seen as necessary line items without much strategic value. In most companies the major source of
revenue is from existing clients, not new clients. Other main benefits include: Customer Service â€” can be
improved with more effective and consistent customer handling, increased customer knowledge and insight.
However, IT capability does not drive business strategy. This value is created through technology as well as
process improvements. This is key because what your CEO and CFO focus on as much as anything they do is
to manage the business in such a way to achieve their financial projections to the owners of the company.
Economic value includes items that reduce cost or increase revenue. Once we have the root causes, we can
identify the potential fixes. The ability to measure business value gives IT leverage to be a well-funded, fully
operational department. Thus, the business driver in these cases is the leveraging of synergies between these
processes that were otherwise inefficient. The underlying operational metrics that enable service delivery at
promised levels, as well as the means for measuring and tracking the progress of service level commitments
using these metrics. Some fixes are easier than others. While asset value can be easily defined, business value
is a little more abstract and therefore harder for enterprises to understand. Moreover, without a method for
effectively managing the IT infrastructure and all changes, the IT staff faces the risk of causing failures.
Furthermore, understanding how to measure and communicate the business value of IT helps to foster a level
of transparency that breaks down the barriers that traditionally exist between IT and the rest of the business.
This should result in greater all around productivity. However, he fails to acknowledge its strategic value is
likely to be achieved in the long term and by its very nature is difficult to acknowledge and evaluate. To
ensure the effectiveness of the service desk, the IT staff needs to provide: A method for prioritizing service
requests based on business impact. IT often needs to track and manage costs differently than other areas and
this need can cause profound disconnect. This phase involves mapping IT assets, processes, and resources
back to IT services, then prioritizing and planning resources that support those business critical services. The
bottom line in measuring the success of alignment is the degree to which IT is working on the things about
which business managers care. These metrics must be immediate, accurate and inextricably linked to end
users. This step takes the list of initiatives and creates a roadmap for IT. There are number of ways to impact
productivity using technology. Adjust IT Strategy This is the key step to ensure connection between the
changing business needs while we are implementing IT solutions in response.


